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Figure 1. Left: Our proposed G-VBSM consists of three novel and effective modules, named DD, GSM and GBM. The richness and
quality of information in the synthetic data have been significantly enhanced compared with the baseline SRe2L through the sequential
merging of DD, GBM, and GSM. Right: G-VBSM prioritizes “generalized matching” to ensure consistency between distilled and complete
datasets across various backbones, layers, and statistics, and achieves the highest accuracy 31.4% on ImageNet-1k under IPC 10.

Abstract

The lightweight “local-match-global” matching intro-
duced by SRe2L successfully creates a distilled dataset with
comprehensive information on the full 224×224 ImageNet-
1k. However, this one-sided approach is limited to a par-
ticular backbone, layer, and statistics, which limits the im-
provement of the generalization of a distilled dataset. We
suggest that sufficient and various “local-match-global”
matching are more precise and effective than a single
one and have the ability to create a distilled dataset with
richer information and better generalization ability. We
call this perspective “generalized matching” and propose
Generalized Various Backbone and Statistical Matching
(G-VBSM) in this work, which aims to create a synthetic
dataset with densities, ensuring consistency with the com-
plete dataset across various backbones, layers, and statis-
tics. As experimentally demonstrated, G-VBSM is the
first algorithm to obtain strong performance across both

small-scale and large-scale datasets. Specifically, G-VBSM
achieves performances of 38.7% on CIFAR-100, 47.6% on
Tiny-ImageNet, and 31.4% on the full 224×224 ImageNet-
1k, respectively1. These results surpass all SOTA methods
by margins of 3.9%, 6.5%, and 10.1%, respectively.

1. Introduction

With the development of deep learning, the number of
model parameters and the quantity of training data have be-
come increasingly large [4, 37]. Researchers have tried to
minimize the training overhead while preventing a decline
in the generalization ability. Data condensation (DC), also
known as Dataset distillation, first introduced by Wang et
al. [32], aims to alleviate the training burden by synthesiz-
ing a small yet informative distilled dataset derived from the
complete training dataset, while ensuring that the behav-

1Settings: CIFAR-100 with 128-width ConvNet under 10 images per
class (IPC), Tiny-ImageNet with ResNet18 under 50 IPC, and ImageNet-
1k with ResNet18 under 10 IPC.

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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ior of the distilled dataset on the target task remains con-
sistent with that of the complete dataset. The extremely
compressed distilled dataset contains sufficiently valuable
information and have the potential for fast model training,
and have been become a popular choice for different down-
stream application, like federated learning [7, 22], continual
learning [14, 22, 40], neural architecture search [24, 41, 42]
and 3D point clouds [30].

A persistent problem that researchers have been work-
ing to solve [2, 9, 12, 42] in DC is the substantial data
synthesis overhead [19, 36], which hinders its application
in real-world large-scale datasets (e.g., ImageNet-1k) train-
ing. Typical performance matching [15, 32, 44] and trajec-
tory matching [1, 3] unroll recursive computation graphs,
requiring substantial GPU memory and resulting in pro-
hibitive training costs. Zhao et al. [42] proposed gradient
matching to address this, synthesizing distilled datasets by
matching gradients from synthetic and real data in a single
step. However, gradient computation and matching remain
time-consuming [9], leading to the proposal of distribution
matching [41]. This method and its variants [31] employ
a network-based feature extractor to embed both synthetic
and real data into a high-dimensional Hilbert space, then
perform distribution matching. The training load for this
direct, single-step process stems only from one gradient up-
date of the synthetic data and the feature extractor [36].
Unfortunately, all of the above mentioned improved meth-
ods still have extremely large training overheads on the full
224×224 ImageNet-1k.

Recently, SRe2L [34] accomplished data condensation
for the first time on the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k [18],
achieving Top-1 validation accuracy 21.3% with ResNet18
under IPC 10. This method outperformed the latest state-
of-the-art TESLA [2], which conducted on a low-resolution
version of ImageNet-1k, by being 16× faster and improved
performance by a margin of 13.6%. SRe2L is inspired by
DeepInversion [33] and aims to match statistics in Batch-
Norm generated from synthetic and real data. We reeval-
uate the success of SRe2L through the lightweight “local-
match-global” essentially. The “local-match-global” refers
to utilizing more comprehensive information (e.g., statistics
in BatchNorm), generated from the model using the com-
plete dataset (global), to guide the parameter update of the
distilled dataset (local).

However, such lightweight and effective matching in
SRe2L is singular, depending on the particular layer (i.e.,
BatchNorm), model (i.e., ResNet18), and statistics (i.e.,
channel mean/variance). Intuitively, sufficient “local-
match-global” matching can result in more accurate and ra-
tional supervision than a single one, further enhancing the
generalization of the distilled dataset. We call this perspec-
tive “generalized matching” and suggest that the distilled
dataset is likely to perform consistent with the complete

dataset on the evaluation model, provided that there is suf-
ficient variety in backbones, layers, and statistics used for
matching.

Inspired by this, we propose Generalized Various
Backbone and Statistical Matching (G-VBSM) to fulfill
“generalized matching”. G-VBSM comprises three integral
and effective parts named data densification (DD), gener-
alized statistical matching (GSM), and generalized back-
bone matching (GBM). DD is utilized to ensure that the
images within each class are linearly independent, thereby
enhancing the (intra-class) diversity of the distilled dataset.
This ultimately guarantees that “generalized matching” pre-
serves the rich and diverse information within the synthetic
data. GBM and GSM are designed to implement “gener-
alized matching”. Among them, GSM traverses the com-
plete dataset without computing and updating the gradient,
to record the statistics of Convolution at both the patch and
channel levels. These statistics are subsequently utilized for
matching during the data synthesis phase, in conjunction
with the channel-level statistics in BatchNorm. Further-
more, GBM aims to ensure consistency between distilled
and complete datasets across various backbones, enhancing
matching sufficiency and leading to strong generalization in
the evaluation phase. In particular, G-VBSM also ensures
the efficiency of dataset condensation through a series of
strategies, as mentioned in Sec. 3.

Extensive experiments on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Tiny-
ImageNet, and the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k, demon-
strating that G-VBSM is the first algorithm that performs
well on both small-scale and large-scale datasets. Specifi-
cally, we not only verify through ablation studies that GSM,
GBM and DD are consistently reliable, but also achieve
the highest 38.7%, 47.6% and 31.4% on CIFAR-100 (128-
width ConvNet), Tiny-ImageNet (ResNet18), and the full
224×224 ImageNet-1k (ResNet18) under images per class
(IPC) 10, 50 and 10, respectively, which outperforms all
previous state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods by 3.9%, 6.5%
and 10.1%, respectively.

2. Background

Dataset condensation (DC) represents a data synthesis pro-
cedure that aims to compress a complete, large dataset
T = {(Xi, yi)}|T |

i=1 into a smaller, distilled dataset S =

{(X̃i, ỹi)}|S|
i=1, subject to |S| ≪ |T |, while ensuring that an

arbitrary evaluation model feval(·) trained on S yields sim-
ilar performance to one trained on T . Classical data dis-
tillation algorithms invariably require the candidate model
fcand(·) to execute one or more steps on S to update its pa-
rameter θcand, subsequently achieving matching in terms of
performance [15, 32], gradient [42], trajectory [1, 2], or dis-
tribution [31, 41]. The process θcand−α∇θcandℓ(fcand(X̃), ỹ),
where ℓ(·, ·) and (X̃, ỹ) represent the loss function and
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Figure 2. The overview of G-VBSM on the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k, which ensures the consistency between the distilled and the
complete datasets across various backbones, layers and statistics via “generalized matching”.

a batch sampled from S, respectively, is notably time-
consuming. Consequently, even the relatively swiftest dis-
tribution matching [20, 31] is slower than the recent pro-
posed SRe2L [34]. In fact, SRe2L is the only workable way
to achieve DC on the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k, as it re-
quires updating the parameters of the synthetic data only
once per iteration.

SRe2L [34] encompasses three incremental subpro-
cesses: Squeeze, Recover, and Relabel. Squeeze is de-
signed to train fcand(·) containing BatchNorm in a standard
manner, aiming to record the global channel mean BNCM

l

and channel variance BNCV
l (l refers to the index of the l-

th layer) via exponential moving average (EMA), extracted
from T , for subsequent matching in Recover. In Recover
after that, given the channel mean µl(X̃) and channel vari-
ance σ2

l (X̃) in l-th BatchNorm obtained from S, the statis-
tical matching loss function can be formulated as

LBN(X̃) =
∑
l

∣∣∣∣∣∣µl(X̃)− BNCM
l

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+

∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2
l (X̃)− BNCV

l

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (1)

Based on this, we can give the entire optimization objective
in Recover as

argmin
X̃

LBN(X̃) + ℓ(fcand(X̃), y), (2)

where y denotes the ground truth label. Moreover, SRe2L
assigns soft labels ỹ to the synthetic data, utilizing the logit-
based distillation [6, 8] to improve the generalization ability
of the distilled dataset. This can be denoted as

ỹ = softmax(fcand(X̃)/τ), (3)

where τ denotes the temperature to regulate the smooth-
ness of the soft labels, thereby enhancing the distilled
dataset’s potential for generalization to unseen evaluation

models. The generated soft label can be stored on disk us-
ing FKD [23] so as not to defeat the purpose of DC. A cru-
cial point of SRe2L is that BatchNorm calculates the statis-
tics of the entire dataset using EMA, thereby providing a
comprehensive and representative matching for the distilled
dataset. Encouraged by this, our research focuses on ap-
plying sufficient ‘local-match-global” matching to achieve
“generalized matching”.

3. Method

The comprehensive and detailed framework of our proposed
Generalized Various Backbone and Statistical Matching
(G-VBSM) is illustrated in Fig. 2. In essence, G-VBSM
employs the lightweight regularization strategy data densi-
fication (DD) to ensure both the diversity and density of
the distilled dataset, ensuring that the potential of “gener-
alized matching” can be fully exploited. Moreover, gen-
eralized backbone matching (GBM) and generalized sta-
tistical matching (GSM) are utilized to achieve “general-
ized matching” by performing “local-match-global” match-
ing across various backbones, layers, and statistics. In par-
ticular, the efficiency and effectiveness of DD, GBM, GSM,
SRe2L, and TESLA are illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.1. Data Densification

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the synthetic data generated by
SRe2L exhibit excessive similarity within the same class,
leading to a lack of diversity. Consequently, even if “gener-
alized matching” preserves sufficient valuable information
within a single image, the aggregate information content
across all images within the same class does not increase
effectively, which ultimately prevents “generalized match-
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Figure 3. Visualization of the mean cosine similarity between pair-
wise samples within the same class on ImageNet-1k under IPC 10.

ing” from being sufficiently advantageous. Data densifica-
tion (DD) is proposed to address this by ensuring the data
X̃ has full rank in the batch dimension, thereby guarantee-
ing that samples in each class are linearly independent, and
ultimately ensuring that the data is diverse and abundant to
fully exploit the potential of “generalized matching”.

To execute this pipeline, X̃ first needs to be downsam-
pled to reduce the computational cost of eigenvalue decom-
position:

X̂ = AvgPool2d(X̃), s.t. X̂ ∈ RB×C×32×32, (4)

where B and C represent the batch size and the number
of channels, respectively. Afterward, we reshape X̂ from
B×C×32×32 to B×(1024C) and perform matrix multi-
plication in each class y to obtain the set of the Gram matrix
{X̂yX̂

T
y }y∈Y , where Y refers to a set of all classes existing

in this batch. And X̂y is a subbatch with class y. Note that
the alternative form {X̂T

y X̂y}y∈Y is not desirable, as it is
applicable only for dimensionality reduction in feature di-
mensions, which is why we do not consider singular value
decomposition (SVD). To render X̂yX̂

T
y as full-rank as pos-

sible, we introduce the data densification loss in Eq. 5.

LDD(X̃) =
∑
y∈Y

DKL(stop grad(p(Σy/τ))||p(Σy)), (5)

where Σy , τ , stop grad(·) and p(·) refer to the eigenvalues
of X̂yX̂

T
y , the temperature, the stop gradient operator and

the softmax function, respectively. And DKL(·||·) denotes
Kullback-Leibler divergence. As demonstrated in Sec. E,
the diversity of the data is significantly enhanced by the
employment of Eq. 5. In our experiment, τ is set as 4 in
default and we do not assign a deliberate weight (set to 1
by default) to LDD because LDD ≡ 0 at the early 10% of
the iterations. In other words, DD is quite stable and the
optimization objective argmin{Σy}y∈Y

LDD is equivalent to
argmin{Σy}y∈Y

∑
y σ

2(Σy).

Technical Detail. A problem that warrants attention is
that in the SRe2L’s implementation [34], having merely a
single sample in each class of a batch indicates insufficient
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Figure 4. The illustration of the original loop and the reorder loop.

to execute DD under the order of the original loop, as de-
picted in Fig. 4 (Left). A simple solution is to translate the
original loop to the reorder loop, as shown in Fig. 4 (Right).
However, our experiment on ResNet50 (i.e., the evaluation
model) substantiates that this solution suffers a 2.6% ac-
curacy degradation (details can be found in Sec. 4.1) on
ImageNet-1k under IPC 10. The reason is that the num-
ber of classes in each iteration within the reorder loop is
insufficient, preventing a batch have the ability to match the
global statistics in BatchNorm (i.e., BNCM

l and BNCV
l ). Mo-

tivated by score distillation sampling (SDS) [17], we update
the statistics during data synthesis via EMA to solve this is-
sue, so that the statistics of all past batches can assist the
statistics of the current batch match BNCM

l and BNCV
l :

µtotal
l = αµtotal

l + (1− α)µl(X̃), σ2,total
l = ασ2,total

l + (1− α)σ2
l (X̃),

L′
BN(X̃) =

∑
l

||µl(X̃)− BNCM
l − stop grad(µl(X̃)− µtotal

l )||2

+ ||σ2
l (X̃)− BNCV

l − stop grad(σ2
l (X̃)− σ2,total

l )||2.
(6)

The derivation of L′
BN(X̃) can be found in Appendix B. We

call this lightweight strategy as “match in the form of score
distillation sampling” and have demonstrated its effective-
ness and feasibility in our ablation studies.

3.2. Generalized Backbone Matching

Performing data synthesis only on a single pre-trained
model is not able to enjoy ensemble gains from various
backbones. Meanwhile, classical DC algorithms such as
MTT [1] and FTD [3] obtain performance improvements
from multiple randomly initialized backbones. Therefore,
introducing generalized backbone matching (GBM) to ap-
ply various backbones for data synthesis is a desirable
choice for “generalized matching”. It ensures a number
of “local-match-global” matching nearly Nb× higher com-
pared to just depending on a single backbone, where Nb
denotes the number of backbones. Regrettably, unrolling
various backbone computational graphs in parallel for data
synthesis is extremely expensive at the computational cost
level. A solution is to randomly sample a backbone from
the candidates in per iteration. This simple yet effective
strategy not only ensures computational efficiency but also
allows the data synthesis process to benefit from the diverse
and multifaceted matching that the various backbones pro-
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vide. We denote this pipeline as

fcand(·) ∼ U(S), S = {ResNet18, · · · , ShuffleNetV2-0.5}. (7)

To maintain backbone consistency in both the data synthesis
and soft label generation phases, we introduce a backbone
ensemble during soft label generation:

z̃=


∑

fcand∈S

∑
g∈S ||g(X̃)||F

|S|||fcand(X̃)||F
fcand(X̃)

|S|
, w/ LN,

∑
fcand∈S

fcand(X̃)

|S|
, w/o LN,

(8)

where || · ||F and LN refer to the Frobenius norm and Logit
Normalization, respectively. Thus, we can obtain the soft
label by ỹ = softmax(z̃/τ). Particularly, the use of LN is
optional, as demonstrated by our ablation studies; it is ben-
eficial for ResNet18 but not for ResNet50 or ResNet101.
Moreover, it’s important to highlight that we apply a par-
allel mechanism for soft label generation since it provides
a significantly lower computational cost, less than 1/30 of
that required for data synthesis, thus making the computa-
tional overhead negligible.

3.3. Generalized Statistical Matching

Only ensuring backbone diversity is insufficient to fully ex-
ploit the potential of “generalized matching”. In this sub-
section, we aim to introduce additional statistics for match-
ing during the data synthesis phase. Prior methods [33, 34]
only utilize BatchNorm since the presence of global infor-
mation statistics within the pre-trained model, with no ap-
parent solution ready for other layers (e.g., Convolution).
Retraining the model is the simplest way to address this
problem, followed by updating the other layers’ parameters
through EMA. This approach is obviously impractical, as it
defeats the purpose of using gradient descent. By contrast,
we propose to allow the pre-trained model feval(·) to loop
through the training dataset T once without calculating the
gradient to obtain the global statistics of Convolution, thus
serving “local-match-global”:

ConvCM
l =

1

|T |

|T |∑
i

CMl
i, ConvCV

l =
1

|T |

|T |∑
i

CVl
i,

ConvPM
l =

1

|T |

|T |∑
i

PMl
i, ConvPV

l =
1

|T |

|T |∑
i

PVl
i.

(9)

Here, CMl
i ∈ RCl , CVl

i ∈ RCl , PMl
i ∈ R

⌈ H

N
p
l

⌉×⌈ W

N
p
l

⌉
and

PVl
i ∈ R

⌈ H

N
p
l

⌉×⌈ W

N
p
l

⌉
refer to the channel mean, the channel

variance, the patch mean and the patch variance, respec-
tively, for the l-th Convolution when the input to fcand(·)
is the i-th batch, where Cl and ⌈ H

Np
l
⌉× ⌈ W

Np
l
⌉ denote the

number of channels and patches of the l-th Convolution,
respectively. We define Np

l as 4, 4, 4 and 16 by default

on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Tiny-ImageNet and ImageNet-
1k, respectively. After obtaining the global channel mean
ConvCM

l , the global channel variance ConvCV
l , the global

patch mean ConvPM
l and the global patch variance ConvPV

l ,
we can store them in a disk thus avoiding secondary calcu-
lations. In the data synthesis phase, we introduce L′

Conv(X̃)

in Eq. 10 to accomplish joint matching with L′
BN(X̃).

L′
Conv(X̃) =

∑
l

||µc
l (X̃)− ConvCM

l − stop grad(µc
l (X̃)− µc,total

l )||2

+ ||σc,2
l (X̃)− ConvCV

l − stop grad(σc,2
l (X̃)− σc,2,total

l )||2,

+ ||µp
l (X̃)− ConvPM

l − stop grad(µp
l (X̃)− µp,total

l )||2

+ ||σp,2
l (X̃)− ConvPV

l − stop grad(σp,2
l (X̃)− σp,2,total

l )||2,
(10)

where µc,total
l , σc,2,total

l , µp,total
l , and σp,2,total

l are each up-
dated from the channel mean µc

l (X̃), channel variance
σc,2
l (X̃), patch mean µp

l (X̃), and patch variance σp,2
l (X̃)

respectively, all obtained via EMA from the current batch.
In experiments, we discovered that Eq. 10 causes a sightly
larger computational burden, so we randomly drop the
matching of statistics with a probability of βdr to ensure the
efficiency of GSM.

Loss Function in the Evaluation Phase. Unlike DD,
GBM and GSM are designed to create a distilled dataset
that is enriched with information. Here, we introduce an
enhancement to the loss function tailored specifically for
the evaluation phase. Essentially, the evaluation phase is
a knowledge distillation framework for transferring knowl-
edge from a pre-trained model to the evaluation model.
SRe2L utilizes DKL(ỹ||softmax(feval(X̃)/τ)) as the loss
function and experimentally illustrates that it improves per-
formance by roughly 10%. As established in SRe2L,
an increase in temperature τ correlates with enhanced
performance of the evaluation model. Inspired by this
and τ2DKL(softmax(p)/τ ||softmax(q)/τ) is equivalent to
1
2C ||p−q||22 when τ → +∞ [10], we introduce a novel loss
function MSE+γ×GT to avoid numerical error caused by
the large τ and improve the generalization of the distilled
dataset without any additional overhead (ignore the weights
τ2 and 1

2C ):

Leval(X̃, ỹ, y) = ||feval(X̃)− z̃||22 − γy log(softmax(feval(X̃))),
(11)

where y represents the one-hot encoding (w.r.t. the ground
truth label y). As illustrated in Fig. 5, simply replacing the
loss function with MSE+0.1×GT (γ is set as 0.1) in SRe2L
improves the performance of ResNet18 (i.e., the evaluation
model) by a margin of 0.9% on ImageNet-1k under IPC 10.

4. Experiment
We perform comparison experiments on the large-scale
dataset including the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k [18] and
the small-scale datasets including Tiny-ImageNet [26],
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Figure 5. Comparison of the effectiveness and efficiency
of G-VBSM components. Among them, “DD+GBM+GSM
(βdr=0.0)+(MSE+GT)” represents the comprehensive G-VBSM.

CIFAR-10/100 [11]. To highlight that our proposed G-
VBSM is designed for large-scale datasets, all ablation ex-
periments are performed on ImageNet-1k.

Hyperparameter Settings. We prioritize selecting var-
ious convolution-based backbone, ensuring the maximal
difference in architecture, while also adhering to the
criterion of minimizing the number of parameters, an
approach empirically demonstrated to be superior [34,
38]. On ImageNet-1k, we skip the model pre-training
phase by directly using Torchvision’s open source pre-
training weights [16] of {ResNet18 [5], MobileNetV2 [21],
EfficientNet-B0 [25], ShuffleNetV2-0.5 [39]}. For the re-
maining dataset, we all train {128-width ConvNet [39],
WRN-16-2 [37], ResNet18 [5], ShuffleNetV2-0.5 [39],
MobileNetV2-0.5 [21]} from scratch with few epoch in the
model pre-training phases. Gray cells in all tables rep-
resent the highest performance. Meanwhile, (R18), (R50),
etc. in all tables, represent the evaluation models. More de-
tails about the remaining method hyperparameter settings
and additional ablation studies can be found in Appendix A
and Appendix C & D, respectively.

4.1. Ablation Studies

The Trade-off between Efficiency and Effectiveness.
The performance improvements and increased GPU la-
tency for components of G-VBSM in comparison to the
baseline SRe2L, are illustrated in Fig. 5. Clearly, DD,
GBM, and GSM are highly effective in enhancing the gen-
eralization of distilled datasets. Compared with GSM,
both DD and GBM are slightly lightweight and effi-
cient. With DD and GBM alone – i.e., DD+GBM+GSM
(βdr=1.0)+(MSE+GT) – the accuracy of this approach sur-
passes that of SRe2L by a significant margin of 6.5%. Ad-
ditionally, the comprehensive G-VBSM, DD+GBM+GSM
(βdr=0.0)+(MSE+GT), further enhances the performance of
DD+GBM+GSM (βdr=1.0)+(MSE+GT) by a notable mar-
gin of 3.6%. Note that MSE+γ×GT (γ is set as 0.1) is also
extremely critical, for SRe2L and DD+GBM boosting 0.9%
and 2.7%, respectively.

α\Evaluation Model
ResNet18

(MSE+0.1×GT)
ResNet50

(MSE+0.1×GT)
0.0 30.4% 31.9%
0.4 31.4% 34.5%
0.8 31.9% 36.4%

Table 1. ImageNet-1k Top-1 Acc. about different α under IPC 10.

Matching in the Form of SDS. Benefiting from this
matching form, G-VBSM can achieve the best performance
with small batch sizes (e.g., 40 in ImageNet-1k and 50 in
CIFAR-100) in different settings, as demonstrated in our
comparative experiments. Table 1 demonstrates the impact
of the factor α for performing the EMA update on the final
performance achieved by G-VBSM, where α=0 indicates
that L′

BN degenerates to LBN. We can conclude that the SDS
matching form is feasible and the generalization of the dis-
tilled dataset improves with increasing α.

Method Evaluation Model
DeiT-Tiny ResNet18 MobileNetV2 Swin-Tiny

SRe2L 15.41% 46.79% 36.59% 39.23%
G-VBSM 29.43% 51.82% 48.66% 57.40%

Table 2. ImageNet-1k Top-1 Acc. on cross-architecture general-
ization under IPC 50.

Cross-Architecture Generalization. The evaluation of
cross-architecture generalization is crucial in assessing the
quality of distilled datasets. Unlike traditional methods [1,
15, 20] which focus on CIFAR-100, our approach evalu-
ates the effectiveness of the distilled dataset on ImageNet-
1k, employing a suite of models with real-world applica-
bility, including ResNet18 [5], MobileNetV2 [21], DeiT-
Tiny [28], and Swin-Tiny [13]. The experimental results
are reported in Table 2. From Tables 7 and 2, it is evident
that the G-VBSM-synthetic dataset can effectively gener-
alize across ResNet {18, 50, 101}, MobileNetV2, DeiT-
Tiny, and Swin-Tiny architectures. Notably, DeiT-Tiny and
Swin-Tiny, two architectures not encountered during the
data synthesis phase, demonstrates significant proficiency
with the accuracy 29.43% and 57.40%, outperforming the
latest SOTA SRe2L by a margin of 14.01% and 18.17%,
respectively.

Candidates (Backbone) Evaluation Model
ResNet18 MobileNetV2 EfficientNet-B0 ShuffleNetV2-0.5 ResNet18 ResNet50

✓ 25.7% 30.2%
✓ ✓ 27.2% 31.2%
✓ ✓ ✓ 27.9% 32.0%
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 31.4% 34.5%

Table 3. ImageNet-1k Top-1 Acc. about the number of candidate
backbone in the soft label generation pipeline under IPC 10.

Ensemble in Soft Label Generation. In knowledge dis-
tillation, soft labels obtained through multiple teacher en-
sembles can effectively enhance the generalization of the
student [35]. This observation is similarly corroborated in
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Figure 6. ImageNet-1k Top-1 Acc. of different loss function, βdr and batch sizes under IPC 10.

Dataset IPC MTT [1] (CW128) DataDAM [20] (CW128) TESLA [2] (R18) SRe2L (R18) SRe2L (R50) SRe2L (R101) G-VBSM (R18) G-VBSM (R50) G-VBSM (R101)

Tiny-ImageNet 50 28.0±0.3 28.7±0.3 - 41.1±0.4 42.2±0.5 42.5±0.2 47.6±0.3 48.7±0.2 48.8±0.4
100 - - - 49.7±0.3 51.2±0.4 51.5±0.3 51.0±0.4 52.1±0.3 52.3±0.1

ImageNet-1k
10 64.0±1.3† 6.3±0.0 7.7±0.1 21.3±0.6 28.4±0.1 30.9±0.1 31.4±0.5 35.4±0.8 38.2±0.4
50 - 15.5±0.2 - 46.8±0.2 55.6±0.3 60.8±0.5 51.8±0.4 58.7±0.3 61.0±0.4

100 - - - 52.8±0.3 61.0±0.4 62.8±0.2 55.7±0.4 62.2±0.3 63.7±0.2

Table 4. Comparison with baseline models in Tiny-ImageNet and ImageNet-1k. † indicates the ImageNette dataset, which contains only
10 classes. DataDAM [20] and TESLA [2] use the downsampled 64×64 ImageNet-1k. We cite the experimental results from SRe2L [34].

Dataset IPC Coreset Selection Training Set Synthesis (CW128) Training Set Synthesis (R18) Whole Dataset
(CW128)Random Herding K-Center Forgetting DC [42] DM [41] CAFE [31] KIP [15] MTT [1] DataDAM[20] G-VBSM SRe2L G-VBSM

CIFAR-10 10 26.0±1.2 31.6±0.7 14.7±0.9 23.3±1.0 44.9±0.5 48.9±0.6 50.9±0.5 46.1±0.7 65.3±0.7 54.2±0.8 46.5±0.7 27.2±0.5 53.5±0.6 84.8±0.150 43.4±1.0 40.4±0.6 27.0±1.4 23.3±1.1 53.9±0.5 63.0±0.4 62.3±0.4 53.2±0.7 71.6±0.2 67.0±0.4 54.3±0.3 47.5±0.6 59.2±0.4

CIFAR-100
1 4.2±0.3 8.3±0.3 8.4±0.3 4.5±0.2 12.8±0.3 11.4±0.3 14.0±0.3 12.0±0.2 24.3±0.3 14.5±0.5 16.4±0.7 2.0±0.2 25.9±0.5

56.2±0.310 14.6±0.5 17.3±0.3 17.3±0.3 15.1±0.3 25.2±0.3 29.7±0.3 31.5±0.2 40.1±0.4 33.1±0.4 34.8±0.5 38.7±0.2 31.6±0.5 59.5±0.4
50 30.0±0.4 33.7±0.5 30.5±0.3 - 30.6±0.6 43.6±0.4 47.7±0.2 - 42.9±0.3 49.4±0.3 45.7±0.4 49.5±0.3 65.0±0.5

Table 5. Comparison with baseline models on CIFAR-10/100. All methods, except for SRe2L and G-VBSM, use a 128-width ConvNet
(CW128) for data synthesis and evaluation. G-VBSM utilizes {CW128, WRN-16-2, ResNet18 (R18), ShuffleNetV2-0.5, MobileNetV2-
0.5} for data synthesis and {CW128, R18} for evaluation. We cite the experimental results, except for SRe2L’s, from DataDAM [20].

dataset distillation, as evidenced in Table 3. The greater the
number of models, the stronger the generalization of the dis-
tilled dataset. It is particularly interesting to point out that
ShuffleNetV2-0.5 improves further by more than 2% even
though the other three models have already achieved mod-
est ensemble gains. We attribute this enhancement to the
channel shuffle mechanism within ShuffleNetV2-0.5, which
imposes a beneficial regularization constraint for G-VBSM.

Logit
Normalization

Evaluation Model
ResNet18

(MSE+0.1×GT)
ResNet18

(KL)
ResNet50

(MSE+0.1×GT)
ResNet50

(KL)
Yes 31.4% 25.4% 34.5% 28.6%
No 31.0% 25.1% 35.4% 31.9%

Table 6. ImageNet-1k Top-1 Acc. about the use of logit normal-
ization under IPC 10.

Logit Normalization in Soft Label Generation. The
aim of this strategy is to maintain the consistency of the
logits (can be viewed as vectors) magnitude across all mod-
els within a high-dimensional space, thereby ensuring equal
contribution of these models to the ultimate soft label for
ensemble. This approach is not universally effective, as
shown in Table 6. When the evaluation model parameter
count is low (e.g., ResNet18), it can enhance G-VBSM per-
formance. Conversely, with a model like ResNet50, it may
hinder performance, rendering G-VBSM uncompetitive. As

a result, in this work, ResNet {50, 101} and ViT-based mod-
els do not employ logit normalization, while the remaining
models do.

Loss Function in the Evaluation Phase. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, replacing DKL(·||·) in SRe2L with MSE+γ×GT
demonstrates to be extremely effective. For example, with
βdr=0.0 and batch size=40, adjusting γ to 0.01 and 0.1 en-
hances model performance during the evaluation phase by
1.4% and 6.0%, respectively. As a result, we employ a γ of
0.1 in all experiments conducted on ImageNet-1k. Further-
more, we observe that the distilled dataset’s generalization
is not significantly affected (≤2%) by variations in either
batch size or βdr. This ensured that G-VBSM attain SOTA
results with a minimal batch size 40 and βdr=0.4 (i.e., the
default settings in ImageNet-1k).

CIFA
R-10

Tiny-Im
ageN

et

CIFA
R-100

Figure 7. Synthetic data visualization on small-scale datasets.
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Synthetic Data Visualization. The visualization results
for the large-scale (the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k) and
small-scale (CIFAR-10/100 and Tiny-ImageNet) datasets
are displayed in Figs. 1 and 7, respectively. On ImageNet-
1k, the images synthesized by G-VBSM are more informa-
tive and abstract compared with those from SRe2L. Further-
more, on small-scale datasets, the distilled images obtained
by G-VBSM markedly differ from the images presented in
MTT and DataDAM’s papers [1, 20], illustrating that G-
VBSM is an out-of-the ordinary algorithm. More synthetic
data can be found in Appendix I.

GV-BSM (Logit Embedding) SRe2L (Logit Embedding)

after classifier and before softmax after classifier and before softmax

Figure 8. t-SNE visualization on ImageNet-1k.

Logit Embedding Distributions Visualization. We feed
distilled datasets into a pre-trained model (i.e., ResNet18) to
obtain logit embeddings for t-SNE [29] visualization. Note
that unlike previous methods that used feature embeddings
before the classifier layer, we utilize logit embeddings after
the classifier layer for presentation. Fig. 8 shows the dis-
tributions of G-VBSM and SRe2L logit embeddings. The
logit embedding obtained by G-VBSM has less intra-class
similarity than SRe2L, ensuring softer labels, preventing
model overconfidence during the evaluation phase, and ul-
timately enhancing model generalization.

4.2. Large-Scale Dataset Comparison

Full 224×224 ImageNet-1k. As illustrated in the
ImageNet-1k part of Table 4, G-VBSM consistently out-
performs SRe2L across all IPC {10, 50, 100}, with the
evaluation model being ResNet {18, 50, 101}, indicat-
ing that G-VBSM is highly competitive in the large-scale
dataset ImageNet-1k. In particular, under extreme com-
pression scenarios, such as IPC 10, G-VBSM achieves sig-
nificant performance increases – 10.1%, 7.0%, and 7.3%
for ResNet18, ResNet50, and ResNet101, respectively –
compared with SRe2L. In comparison to the latest SOTA
classical method, DataDAM, just experimenting on the full
64×64 ImageNet-1k, we exceed it by a margin of 23.7%
under IPC 10. These results are particularly impressive
when considered in the context of the large-scale dataset
ImageNet-1k.

4.3. Small-Scale Dataset Comparison

Tiny-ImageNet. Similar to SRe2L, we evaluate the gen-
eralization of the distilled dataset on ResNet {18, 50,
101}. As presented in the Tiny-ImageNet part of Table 4,
G-VBSM consistently surpasses the latest SOTA method
SRe2L on different settings. Our method outperforms
SRe2L, MTT and DataDAM by 6.5%, 19.6% and 18.9%,
respectively, under IPC 50 applying 128-width ConvNet or
ResNet18 as the evaluation model.

CIFAR-100. One of the disadvantages of SRe2L is its in-
ability to compete with SOTA performance on this small-
scale dataset benchmark (i.e., evaluated with 128-width
ConvNet and ResNet18), such as the performance on
CIFAR-100 shown in Table 5, as a result, it fails to demon-
strate that “local-match-global” (e.g., statistical matching of
BatchNorm) can rival or outperform traditional DC algo-
rithms. In contrast, as shown in the CIFAR-100 part of Ta-
ble 5, G-VBSM achieves accuracies 16.4% and 38.7%, the
highest under IPC 1 and 10 on CIFAR-100 through “gen-
eralized matching”, while maintaining the same number of
epochs (i.e., 1000) and the model (i.e., 128-width ConvNet)
for the evaluation phase as the traditional methods, outper-
forming the latest SOTA DataDAM by 1.9% and 3.9%, re-
spectively. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed G-
VBSM is the first algorithm that is strongly competitive on
CIAR-100 as well as the full 224×224 ImageNet-1k.

CIFAR-10. As illustrated in the CIFAR-10 part of Ta-
ble 5, G-VBSM outperforms vanilla DC [32], KIP [15],
and all coreset selection algorithms on the benchmark with
128-width ConvNet as the evaluation model. Meanwhile,
on the benchmark with ResNet 18 as the evaluation model,
G-VBSM outperforms the baseline SRe2L by 26.3% and
11.7% under IPC 10 and 50, respectively.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a novel perspective termed “gen-
eralized matching” for dataset condensation. This posits
that an abundance of lightweight “local-match-global”
matching are more effective than a single “local-match-
global” matching, and even surpass the precise and costly
matching used by traditional methods. Consequently, we
present G-VBSM, designed to ensure data densification
while performing matching based on sufficient and various
backbones, layers, and statistics. Experiments conducted
on CIFAR-10/100, Tiny-ImageNet, and the full 224×224
ImageNet-1k demonstrated that our method is the first algo-
rithm to show strong performance across both small-scale
and large-scale datasets. For future research, we plan to
extend this approach’s applicability to large-scale detection
and segmentation datasets.
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